NEW VISION STATEMENT
SJAS aims to empower students to demonstrate the value of quality education, develop personal and academic skills to become life-long learners.

MISSION STATEMENT
The mission of St. John American School as an educational services organization is to provide an education that enables students to be productive, responsible and self-disciplined. SJAS provides quality education that utilizes technology methods to train students how to respect and adapt with the environment in order to develop characters that have a positive view of the world in all its aspects.

IMPORTANT DATES

* 2nd Installment:
  August 15, 2016 - September 15, 2016

* Ministry of Education Summer Re-exams for Arabic, SS Ar.:
  As per announced in Memo #147 dated June 28, 2016.

* Summer Re-Exams:
  Summer Exam Dates
  +Monday 08/08/2016…..English
  +Tuesday 09/08/2016…..Math
  +Wednesday 10/08/2016…..Science & Computer
  +Thursday 11/08/2016…..SS Eng & French
  + Saturday 13/08/2016…..Arabic
  + Monday 15/08/2016…..SS Ar

* Beginning of the Academic Year 2016/2017:
  Will be announced by email to all parents as soon as the school receives a confirmation from the Ministry of Education.

Announcements

- Kindly check your email box regularly for further communication and announcements during summer vacation.
- Reminder: A minor change took place in the Tuition Policy. The new adjustment divides the total amount into three equal installments.

Parent/Teacher Meetings for 2016/2017
Term meetings will take place four times a year after the end of each term. Parents will be notified with the date and time of every meeting.

Uniform
Check your email inbox for further details on where to order and purchase the school uniform.

Fathy Factory
180 Shoubra Street, St. Tereze Station. Shoubra
Facebook page: Saintjohn Uniform
**Fun at St. John’s**

Early Elementary students of grades 1, 2, & 3 had celebrated their Annual Show Party this year at school, where students performed on stage all their talents and skills that they had acquired and developed all through the year within their activity sessions. The shows included Coptic Hymns, Arabic Drama about the Holy Bible, Costume Show presented in French, Choir, Gymnastics Show, English Song, and English Drama.

The annual show had been followed by a programmed fun day for students. The whole program of the fun day games was prepared and held by “Spirit Team”, one of the best sports teams, that has many years of experience in holding sports days for kids of the same age, including energetic games with a deep message and reflection. Students attended the day with a stated dress code of colorful shirts that aimed at serving the goal of the day. It was a new experience that students had extremely enjoyed and benefited a lot from on the spiritual, physical, and sociable levels.

We wish all our beloved students a happy fruitful holiday that they all truly deserve after exerting a great effort all through their academic year.

---

**Remember that …**

* SJAS students are to maintain discipline with their teachers, supervisors, colleagues all through the year.  
* **Hair Style:** Boys (cut as short as possible) Girls (neatly tied with a hair band)  
* Every student will receive his/her books at the beginning of the year. The books will be collected at the end of the year in a very good condition.  
* No change of home address during the year unless it’s within the same bus route.  
* Full uniform at all times even on trip days. Resemblances are not acceptable.  
* Installment Fees are to be paid in their regular timings as explained in the yearly calendar and policy packet.  
* BLACK shoes are a must.  
* **Accessories,** jewelry, fancy earrings, trousers, folded short sleeves, make-up, tatoos are totally forbidden for both boys and girls.  
* School morning and afternoon timings have to be respected. Attending a full-academic school day is a must.  
* The School enjoys celebrating with her students their birthday during break time. Parents are kindly requested to call the school administration office beforehand to notify the school to have a cake brought in. **Birthday celebrations** will not be allowed to take place if permission from the office is not available.  
* **Celebrations** are wonderful opportunities to show appreciation and care for people we love. For many children, special occasions become important in the Kindergarten department.

---

**For Inquiries:**  
Landline 29228114  
Email:sjas.contact@gmail.com  
Bus Issues:  
Mr. Magdy Habib 01281070771